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Singaporeans take shopping very
seriously. Along with eating, it is said to
be a national pastime, and you only need
to wander around a shopping mall at the
weekend to prove the theory.
The recent opening of H&M saw shopaholics
camping overnight to be first in line, and thousands
of others joined them in a queue that reached two
blocks away. The city even dedicates an entire two
months to celebrating consumerism, with the Great
Singapore Sale running from May to July every year.
For eight weeks, the entire population gets into
discount shopping mode, with many shops slashing
prices by up to 70%.
While the strong Singapore dollar means the city
is no longer the bargain-hunter’s paradise it once
was, shopping enthusiasts will be spoiled for choice,
whether opting to splash the cash in the vast airconditioned malls, local wet markets or souvenirladen street stalls.
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Paris has the Champs-Elysees, New York has
Fifth Avenue, and Singapore has Orchard Road.
This 2.5-kilometre stretch of road is said to have
the largest concentration of shopping malls in the
world, all competing for your hard earned cash.
ION Orchard at the top of the shopping
thoroughfare is one of the biggest, its stylish
steel-and-glass façade forming a threshold to an
eight-storey shopping mecca.
From ground-level up, big brand designer names
such as Prada, Gucci, Cartier and Louis Vuitton
abound, while as you descend underground the
labels become distinctly more high street. Its
impressive food court on basement level 4 offers
welcome sustenance to weary shoppers.
Other standout malls include designer-filled Ngee
Ann City and Paragon, down-to-earth Wisma
Atria and independent boutique-laden Mandarin
Gallery, which opened last year after a $200
million dollar facelift.
Differentiating itself in a saturated market, the
Mandarin Gallery houses over a hundred small
independent boutiques, making a welcome
change from the same-old brand names that
feature heavily in the other Orchard Road malls.

Linked to the hotel and casino complex, this
glitzy mall boasts 800,000 square feet of
retail space in which to flex your credit card.
Most impressive is the huge range of luxury
jewellery and watch shops which line the
corridor from the casino, all hoping to attract
the high rollers and their winnings.

Away from Orchard, the biggest collection of
designer goodies can be found at Shoppes at
Marina Bay Sands.

The high-end consumer experience doesn’t
end with the shops either, as Marina Bay
Sands also plays host to restaurants from

the world’s leading celebrity chefs including
Guy Savoy, Wolfgang Puck and Mario Batali.

Local flavour
For an authentic shopping experience
away from the organised calm of the airconditioned malls, traditional wet markets
dish up a healthy dose of the sights,
sounds, colours and aromas of local
Singapore.
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Named because of the vast quantities of melting
ice, and the constant washing-down of the fish and
meat stalls, the wet markets house hundreds of stalls
hawking all manner of fruit and vegetables, spices
and herbs, dried goods, seafood, meat and poultry.
The Tekka Centre in Little India is one of the biggest
and busiest wet markets in Singapore. Known for its
large fish and seafood section, it is also the place to
buy Indian spices and curry pastes.
The stalls upstairs are a good source of Indian
clothing and sari material and the food stalls in the
hawker centre specialise in Indian dishes. By contrast
the wet market in the basement of the Chinatown
Complex is crammed with Chinese ingredients – keep
a look out for live frogs and turtles too!

Singapore keepsakes
Chinatown is also the place to head to for souvenirs.
The street markets and shops here are brimming with
ideas for gifts, with plenty of bargains thrown in. Try
not to be put off by the abundance of ‘Singapore is a
FINE city’ t-shirts, Merlion paper weights, or Chinese
dragon puppets; if you dig a little deeper, there are
some great deals to be had.
Silk cushion covers in varying designs go for three
for $10.00, while silk dressing gowns and pyjamas,
Chinese fans and ethnic clothing can be had at
bargain prices too. Tucked away behind the street
stalls, tiny cramped shops carry attractive ranges
of antique furniture and lacquer ware - choose from
beautiful bowls, place mats, candle holders and
vases in a variety of stunning colours.
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Chinatown..brimming with gift ideas and bargains.

Silk lamps, elaborate chopstick sets, Feng
Shui items and Mahjong sets also make
interesting keepsakes, or treat yourself to
some quality Chinese tea or all manner of
Traditional Chinese Medicine ingredients.

Vegetable galore at the wet market.

Bag a bargain
Many shops offer special discounts for
tourists, so carry your passport with you.
Several also offer discretionary discounts,
so if you are in the market for a new camera,
diamond bracelet or designer watch, be sure
to ask if there are any special offers.
It helps that similar shops are often

LAE

concentrated in one area in Singapore (eg.
Funan IT Mall for cameras/laptops/MP3
players or Jewellery Street at ION Orchard for
anything sparkly), which makes comparing
prices and bargaining easier.

Look for the blue “Tax Free Shopping” or
“Premier Tax Free” stickers for participating
stores, spend a minimum of $100 and ask
for a tax refund form when you make your
purchase. Claims should be made at
Changi Airport prior to departure.

Remember also that visitors to Singapore are
entitled to claim back their Goods & Service
Tax (GST, currently 7%) when they leave the
country.

Air Niugini flies to Singapore every
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday, and has connections to
and from Cairns and Brisbane.

INTERNATIONAL

HOTEL

Lae International Hotel is set in a landscape garden and tranquil surroundings in Lae, Papua New Guinea.















174 Accommodation Rooms,
STD & IDD Calls,
24/7 Laundry,
24/7 Room Service,
24/7 Security,
Pre-arranged Airport Transfers,
Fully stock Lounge Bars,
Casual and Fine Dining Restaurants
Extensive A La Carte Menu,
Specialty Buffet style Dishes,
Delicious Handmade Gourmet Pizzas,
Cakes for all Occasions,
Specialty Coffees (Cappuccino, Romano
Espresso, Latte, Mocha, Macchiato, etc.)
















Large Conference & Meeting Rooms,
Max. Capacity of 270 people,
300 spacious Parking Lot,
Wireless Internet,
Business Centre Facility,
Conference Packaging,
Training Seminars,
Product Launches,
Weddings,
Special Events,
Corporate Groups,
Soirée’s,
Outside Catering,
All are welcome.

FOR RESERVATIONS
BOOK ONLINE AT

www.laeinterhotel.com
Direct Line: + (675) 472 7000
D/Facsimile: + (675) 472 2121

CONFERENCE BOOKINGS

Email: banquetsmgr@laeinterhotel.com
Facsimile: + (675) 472 4912

LAE INTERNATIONAL HOTEL
Telephone: + (675) 472 2000
Facsimile: + (675) 472 2534
4TH STREET, LAE. PO BOX 2774
LAE 411, PAPAU NEW GUINEA
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